The purpose of this paper is to examine a volatility bias exhibited by the Black-Scholes model. Black-Scholes (1972) showed that their model under priced options on relatively low variance stocks and over priced options on relatively high variance stocks. This bias is always observed in cross section among individual stocks. Thus, we thought this bias might have nothing to do with the Black-Scholes model but instead might be attributable to sampling error. If this is true, this bias would be observed with any option pricing model on any underlying in addition to equity, such as fixed income, mortgages, foreign exchange, and commodities. In order to test this idea we collect 100 months of call and put option prices spanning 8 1/3 years from January, 1996 through April, 2004. We demonstrate that the bias is present and very significant. We conjecture that alternative variance estimators which use "shrinkage" techniques might be able to eliminate this bias. We use shrinkage estimators of James-Stein detailed in Efron-Morris (1976) and Ledoit-Wolf (2004a) and show that that this variance bias can be eliminated, independent of the moneyness bias. We analyze whether the prediction error is increased by the "corrected" volatility shrinkage estimates while the volatility bias is eliminated. We find that the Stein estimates do significantly increase the prediction error but the Ledoit-Wolf estimator does not. We also examine and find that there is differential shrinkage for stocks with different proportions of systematic and idiosyncratic risk.
Introduction
The Black-Scholes (1973) option pricing model exhibits systematic miss-pricing of options on individual stocks and options on indexes of stocks. This miss-pricing has been related to moneyness (S/K), time to expiration, and volatility. The miss-pricing has also been related to the Black-Scholes distributional assumption, to their assumption of no dividend payouts, and to the model's European rather than American nature. 1 This paper's concern is the volatility bias observed in cross-section when pricing options on individual stocks. Black-Scholes (1972) were the first to report that their model under-priced options on low variance stocks and over-priced options on high variance stocks. Black-Scholes used over the counter option (OTC) data when they reported this variance bias because listed options did not commence trading until April, 1973 . OTC options are quasi-European because OTC dividend protection eliminates the probability of early exercise.
2 Black (1975) later reported that the model also under-priced out of the money options and near maturity options, while it over-priced in the money options on individual stocks. MacBeth-Merville (1979) , Rubinstein (1985) , Whaley (1982) , Sterk (1982) , Geske-Roll (1984a) , and others discuss these biases but do not focus on this volatility bias.
There have been many theoretical papers concerned with Black-Scholes assumption of constant or deterministic stock return volatility. (Cf. Merton (1976) , Cox-Ross (1976) , Geske (1979) , Hull-White (1987) , Heston (1993) , Heston-Nandi (2000) .)
However, these papers would potentially alter the prices of options on all individual stocks without a particular focus on the observed cross-sectional miss-pricing of options on low and high variance stocks. Thus, in this paper it is our thought to see whether this variance bias observed in individual option cross-sectional prices can be attributed to estimation error in the sample variance.
There is some a priori reason to suspect estimation error in the sample variance rather than the model as the source of this particular miss-pricing. The reason is that this variance related miss-pricing always arises in the context of an inter-stock comparison. This is in contrast to other biases (moneyness, time to expiration), which can be detected in an inter-option comparison. Unlike the striking price and time until expiration, ignoring non-stationarity, the true variance is identical for all options on the same stock on a given date. Thus, investigation of this variance related misspricing cannot rely on either the implied variance or other more sophisticated option pricing models, but must instead be based on historical estimates of actual stock return volatility.
There are many techniques to improve the accuracy of the volatility estimate for individual stocks. (Cf. Boyle-Ananthanarayan (1977) , Parkinson (1980) , GarmanKlass (1980) , and Butler-Schacter (1986) , ARCH, GARCH.) However, the essence of the present problem is that a number of variances are estimated simultaneously, one for each stock, and then option miss-pricing is related cross-sectionally to these several estimates.
The problem of simultaneously estimating multiple parameters has become wellknown in statistical theory. When sample estimates are made, the cross-sectional sample distribution consists of two parts, variability in the true underlying population parameters and variability in the estimation error. Large sample estimates of individual stock return variance relative to the cross-sectional mean estimate are more likely to contain positive sample errors and vice versa for relatively small sample estimates of stock return variance. Thus, in a cross-sectional comparison of option miss-pricing, stocks with large estimated variances are more likely to over-price the market while stocks with small estimated variances are more likely to under-price the market because of estimation error alone. The Black-Scholes model price, being a positive function of the sample variance, should display a positive cross-sectional miss-pricing. This is exactly the observed miss-pricing phenomenon.
When many variances are being estimated, one for each stock, a James-Stein (1961) estimator is unambiguously superior to the usual univariate estimator. The JamesStein estimator reduces estimation risk on average over all stocks. Such an estimator "shrinks" each individual variance estimate toward a target such as the grand mean of all estimates. Since this variance bias is characterized by over-pricing options on high volatility stocks and under-pricing options on low volatility stocks, adjusting each estimated volatility toward the average volatility for all stocks obviously has the potential to reduce this observed variance bias. In the multiple variance estimation context, the superior James-Stein estimation technique has the potential to eliminate this problem. Geske-Roll (1984b) observed this variance bias and attempted to correct this problem using a version of Stein's technique described in Efron-Morris (1976) . However, this "shrinkage" technique has two important choices which may be posed as questions related to the sample number of individual stocks for which variances are to be estimated. First how much historical data should be used to estimate the individual stock variances, and second toward what target should these individual stock variance estimates be shrunk. Until recently the first problem was generally determined by constraints on matrix inversion. The historical sample size, N, must be greater than the number of stock variances, k, to be estimated. It is because of this requirement that smaller sub-portfolios of stocks are often formed to estimate parameters, and then results from the smaller sub-portfolios are combined and analyzed as a larger group.
The second choice of what target to shrink toward is more complex. The target should have minimal free parameters (a lot of structure), should have less estimation error, and should somewhat reflect the characteristics of the quantity to be estimated.
In three recent papers Ledoit-Wolf (2003 , 2004a , 2004b have introduced techniques which answer these questions.
Ledoit-Wolf start with the sample covariance matrix because it is unbiased and it is easy to calculate. They recognize that it is subject to estimation error, especially when there are the same or even fewer data points than there are individual stocks, which is often the case in financial applications. They also recognize that an estimator with more structure would have less estimation error, but would likely be misspecified and biased. Thus, they find a compromise by computing an optimal linear convex combination of the sample covariance matrix and the structured target.
In their papers they show results for three targets, the Sharpe single index model, the identity matrix, and a constant correlation model. Herein we compare a version of the James-Stein estimator to the Ledoit-Wolf technique. For Ledoit-Wolf we shrink toward the identity matrix which is well conditioned, structured, and parsimonious.
In section 2 we describe our data and the calculations necessary for our tests. In section 3 we describe our alternative variance estimators. In section 4 we describe our results and show that the shrinkage techniques of Stein and Ledoit-Wolf both eliminate the variance bias, but the Ledoit-Wolf technique is superior with respect to prediction error. Section 5 concludes the paper.
Data Collected and Calculated
The data underlying this paper comes from CRSP for daily stock returns and from Option Metrics (OM) for call and put option prices, dividend distributions, and implied volatilities. The OM data spans the 100 month time period from January, 1996 through April, 2004.
We screen the stocks which we use in one way and we screen the options which we use five ways. For the stocks we only use the 500 largest stocks in terms of market capitalization on the last trading day of the previous year. This stock screen ensures we have selected stocks which are actively traded. As usual, we limit our data to all the common shares with share code 10 or 11. For options our first screen is we are only concerned with option prices on the first trading day of each month in our sample. This potentially provides 100 monthly observations of options on 500 individual stocks. The second screen is we only use near the money options, which we define as 0.95 < K/S < 1.05. Near the money options are the most actively traded of all options with different times to expiration, and since these are options on large companies they generally will trade many times every day. Also, since these options are near the money they will exhibit less moneyness bias. The third option screen is we only use options expiring on the third Friday of the next month. Thus all options have the same short time to expiration which will control somewhat for any time bias.
These short maturity options are also the most actively traded of all options with different strike prices. Thus, the combination of near the money and short maturity options on large actively traded stocks will generally ensure these options trade many times every day. The fourth screen we use is an OM indicator of whether the option actually did trade on each day. The fifth option screens are to eliminate any arbitrage violations (cf. C > S -K e -rT ; P > S -K). These screens on average yield about 300 call options and 200 put options per month.
Historical volatilities are computed for each individual stock using 126 days (approximately 6 months) of previous CRSP daily data preceding each of the 100 monthly observations of the stock price and option prices. Stock betas are calculated using 504 days (approximately 2 years) of daily data preceding each of the 100 monthly observed option prices with the CRSP value weighted return as the market index. These historical volatilities and stock betas are inputs for the Stein estimator where we assume a one-factor structure of the covariance matrix. We also compute the sample covariance matrix for all stocks in our sample at the beginning of each month using the preceding 6 months of CRSP daily data and this is an input for the Ledoit-Wolf estimator.
Alternative Variance Estimators
The variance estimate should be forward-looking. An obvious choice for the estimate of an expectation is the average from historical data. Stein (1955) showed that clearly has the potential to remove this bias.
Stein type estimates are "forward looking." In fact, they are directly related to Bayesian estimation. In the limit, as the number of estimates becomes very large, the Stein method converges to Bayes' equation. In practice, the James-Stein estimator is often referred to as an "empirical Bayes" rule. 3 In the above example the shrinkage intensity factor, γ, was treated as a constant. It is potentially a function of many things, including the sample averages, and thus the number of stocks in the sample, the number of observations for each stock, the estimated historical volatility of each stock, and the grand mean of all stock volatilities. Here, a technique provided by Efron-Morris (1976) is used to estimate defined as follows:
where N is the time series sample size and k is the number of securities.
A major limitation of generalized Stein techniques for financial applications is the sample covariance matrix has too little structure. If, for example, it is beneficial to use the sample covariance matrix of stock returns, but the number of historical returns per stock, N, is of the same order of magnitude as the number of stocks, k, then the total number of parameters to be estimated is of the same order as the total size of the data available.
When k is larger than N, the sample covariance matrix is always singular, even if the true covariance matrix is known to be non-singular. Muirhead (1987) reviews the literature on shrinkage estimators of the covariance matrix and shows that they all suffer from two major limitations: (i) they break down when k>N and the matrix cannot be inverted; (ii) they do not utilize a priori knowledge about correlation between stock returns. We can circumvent the second limitation by assuming the asset returns follow a certain factor model, say CAPM. Therefore the off-diagonal entry i, j of is simply . In this way, we make the sample covariance matrix well behaved. The Ledoit-Wolf techniques circumvent both of these problems.
Ledoit-Wolf derive an "optimal" estimator, S * , that is a linear combination of the sample covariance matrix, S = X X t / N, and a target matrix, I, the identity matrix, whose expected quadratic loss E [║S * -S║ 2 ] is a minimum. They show that this linear combination S * = γ μ I + (1 -γ ) S depends on four scalers that while unobsservable, can be consistently estimated from their sample counterparts. These four scalers are:
and their linear combination of S and I that minimizes the expected quadratic loss is:
Now, if γ is defined as γ ≡ b 2 / d 2 , then S* = γ m I + (1-γ) S.
Experimental Results
Given the above data collected and constructed, we shrink the simple historical volatility estimates in three ways (two Stein and one Ledoit-Wolf) and then we compare these four volatility estimates. For the Stein estimators we assume a onefactor structure for the covariance matrix. We form groups of 10 portfolios of 50 stocks each for Stein because it requires the cross-section of individual stocks, k, to be smaller than the time series of observations, N (herein N=126). The two Stein estimators are different because the first estimator forms the portfolios randomly, while the second estimator forms the portfolios in order to maximize the volatility 4 See Ledoit-Wolf (2004a) . The squared Frobenius norm ║ ║ 2 is a quadratic form whose inner product is < X X t > = tr( X X t ) / N and the four unobservable scalers are μ = <Σ, I>, α 2 = ║Σ-μI ║, β 2 = E[║S-Σ║ 2 ], and ζ 2 = E[║S-μI║ 2 ] and Σ is the true covariance matrix and convergence is in quadratic mean, qm.
dispersion within each group. In order to achieve the volatility dispersion, we first sort all the 500 stocks by their historical volatilities and allocate the stocks ranked 1, 11 … 481, 491 into the first portfolio, and the same for all 10 portfolios.
We perform the shrinkage estimators at the beginning of each of our 100 months, and match them with the implied volatilities of at-the-money options that expire the next month. For example, on January 4, 1996, we choose the 500 largest stocks by market capitalization at the end of 1995 and compute their 6 month historical volatilities using the previous 126 days of daily data. Three shrunk volatilities are then computed for each stock, and the implied volatility of the at-the money (call and put) option expiring the next month (February 20, 1996) is computed. We match the implied volatility with the historical volatility and the shrunk volatilities, and we measure the bias of each estimator by taking the difference of the log of the implied volatility and the log of the estimated volatility using the simple historical and the shrinkage estimators. This bias measure is in the same spirit as the pricing error.
Thus, for each stock we compute 4 biases, one for the historical volatility and three for the shrinkage estimators. Then we regress each bias measure on the volatility estimator that generated the bias, and on the moneyness of the option as a control.
Specifically, we define:
Error stein2 = log(σ imp / σ stein2 )
Error lw = log(σ imp / σ lw ) .
Next we run the following cross-sectional regressions for each month:
Error
We obtain the coefficients and test statistics following Fama-MacBeth where the standard errors are computed using Newey-West with 8 lags.
In Table 1 we present our main results from the above regressions. Column 1 presents the coefficients and test statistics for equation 12 and shows the presence of the volatility bias observed when using the simple historical volatility estimate. The coefficient is large and negative, -0.0345, and very significant,-8.686. This is consistent with the finding in Black-Scholes (1972) eliminated. This is true for both call and put options. The control for moneyness
shows that a moneyness bias is significant and is independent of the volatility bias.
Thus, we conclude that both Stein and Ledoit-Wolf shrinkage techniques are able to eliminate this volatility bias of under pricing options on low volatility stocks and over pricing options on high volatility stocks.
In Table 2 Finally, we decided it would be interesting to examine whether stocks with different percentages of systematic or idiosyncratic components of risk are shrunk differently.
In order to do this we examine how the shrinkage percentage of the stock is related to the systematic component of the stock's volatility. Thus, we define the following: 
Shrink i, lw = α 3 + ω 3 Sys i + ε 3, I 
Conclusion
In this paper we have examined a volatility bias that was first uncovered by BlackScholes (1972 This table shows the time series average of the summary statistics of the historical volatility estimates with 6-month daily returns as well as various shrinkage estimators. In column 2 Vol_Cor1, the volatility that was shrunk by Efron-Morris formula in random groups. In column 3 Vol_Cor2, the volatility that was shrunk by Efron-Morris formula in groups with large volatility dispersion. In column 4 Vol_Cor_LW, the volatility that was shrunk by Ledoit-Wolf method. In column Vol_Cor12 is shrunk by the Efron-Morris formula in random groups and assuming the sample covariances are those from CAPM and the target covariances are the average sample covariances. In column Vol_Cor13 is shrunk by the Efron-Morris formula in random groups and assuming the covariances are 0 in sample and the target is a diagonal matrix. Col_Vol22 and Vol_Cor23 are the same as Col_Vol12 and Vol_Cor13 respectively except that the in groups with large volatility dispersion. This table shows the Fama-MacBeth regression results of the following specification, log(ImpvVol/Vol) = a + bVol + cMoneyness + e. The upper panel for call options, the lower panel for put options. All t-stats are in parentheses below their corresponding point estimates. In column 1 the dependent variable is log(ImpVol/Vol) and the independent variable Vol denotes the historical volatility. In column 2 the dependent variable is log(ImpVol/Vol_Cor1) and the independent variable Vol denotes Vol_Cor1, the volatility that was shrunk by Efron-Morris formula in random groups. In column 3 the dependent variable is log(ImpVol/Vol_Cor2) and the independent variable Vol denotes Vol_Cor2, the volatility that was shrunk by Efron-Morris formula in groups with large volatility dispersion. In column 4 the dependent variable is log(ImpVol/Vol_Cor_LW) and the independent variable Vol denotes Vol_Cor_LW, the volatility that was shrunk by Ledoit-Wolf method. In column 5 the dependent variable is log(ImpVol/Vol_Cor12), Vol_Cor12 is shrunk by the Efron-Morris formula in random groups and assuming the sample covariances are those from CAPM and the target covariances are the average sample covariances. In column 5 the dependent variable is log(ImpVol/Vol_Cor13), Vol_Cor13 is shrunk by the Efron-Morris formula in random groups and assuming the covariances are 0 in sample and the target is a diagonal matrix. Col_Vol22 and Vol_Cor23 are the same as Col_Vol12 and Vol_Cor13 respectively except that the in groups with large volatility dispersion. This table shows the Fama-MacBeth regression results of the following specification, log(ImpvVol/Vol) = a + bVol + cMoneyness + e. The upper panel for call options, the lower panel for put options. All t-stats are in parentheses below their corresponding point estimates. In column 1 the dependent variable is log(ImpVol/Vol) and the independent variable Vol denotes the historical volatility. In column 2 the dependent variable is log(ImpVol/Vol_Cor1) and the independent variable Vol denotes Vol_Cor1, the volatility that was shrunk by Efron-Morris formula in random groups. In column 3 the dependent variable is log(ImpVol/Vol_Cor2) and the independent variable Vol denotes Vol_Cor2, the volatility that was shrunk by Efron-Morris formula in groups with large volatility dispersion. In column 4 the dependent variable is log(ImpVol/Vol_Cor_LW) and the independent variable Vol denotes Vol_Cor_LW, the volatility that was shrunk by Ledoit-Wolf method. In column 5 the dependent variable is log(ImpVol/Vol_Cor12), Vol_Cor12 is shrunk by the Efron-Morris formula in random groups and assuming the sample covariances are those from CAPM and the target covariances are the average sample covariances. In column 5 the dependent variable is log(ImpVol/Vol_Cor13), Vol_Cor13 is shrunk by the Efron-Morris formula in random groups and assuming the covariances are 0 in sample and the target is a diagonal matrix. Col_Vol22 and Vol_Cor23 are the same as Col_Vol12 and Vol_Cor13 respectively except that the in groups with large volatility dispersion. This table shows the average prediction errors of the historical volatility and all threee shrinkage estimators, measured by the mean square of log(ImpVol/Vol). Column 1 shows the errors of uncorrected historical volatility. In column 2 volatilities are shrunk with Efron-Morris formula while stocks are grouped randomly. In column 3 volatilities are shrunk with Efron-Morris formula while stocks are grouped to create a large dispersion in volatilities. In column 4 volatilities are shrunk with Ledoit-Wolf formula. In Theil's decomposition, UM is the proportion due to bias in the forecasts. UR is the error due to a low correlation between the actual and the forecast. UD is the remaining part. All t-stats are Newey-West with 8 lags. This table shows the Fama-MacBeth regression results of the following specification, log(ImpvVol/Vol) = a + bVol + cMoneyness + e. The upper panel for call options, the lower panel for put options. All t-stats are in parentheses below their corresponding point estimates. In column 1 the dependent variable is log(ImpVol/Vol) and the independent variable Vol denotes the historical volatility. In column 2 the dependent variable is log(ImpVol/Vol_Cor1) and the independent variable Vol denotes Vol_Cor1, the volatility that was shrunk by Efron-Morris formula in random groups. In column 3 the dependent variable is log(ImpVol/Vol_Cor2) and the independent variable Vol denotes Vol_Cor2, the volatility that was shrunk by Efron-Morris formula in groups with large volatility dispersion. In column 4 the dependent variable is log(ImpVol/Vol_Cor_LW) and the independent variable Vol denotes Vol_Cor_LW, the volatility that was shrunk by Ledoit-Wolf method. In column 5 the dependent variable is log(ImpVol/Vol_Cor12), Vol_Cor12 is shrunk by the Efron-Morris formula in random groups and assuming the sample covariances are those from CAPM and the target covariances are the average sample covariances. In column 5 the dependent variable is log(ImpVol/Vol_Cor13), Vol_Cor13 is shrunk by the Efron-Morris formula in random groups and assuming the covariances are 0 in sample and the target is a diagonal matrix. Col_Vol22 and Vol_Cor23 are the same as Col_Vol12 and Vol_Cor13 respectively except that the in groups with large volatility dispersion. This table shows the average prediction errors of the historical volatility and all threee shrinkage estimators, measured by the mean square of log(ImpVol/Vol). Column 1 shows the errors of uncorrected historical volatility. In column 2 volatilities are shrunk with Efron-Morris formula while stocks are grouped randomly. In column 3 volatilities are shrunk with Efron-Morris formula while stocks are grouped to create a large dispersion in volatilities. In column 4 volatilities are shrunk with Ledoit-Wolf formula. In Theil's decomposition, UM is the proportion due to bias in the forecasts. UR is the error due to a low correlation between the actual and the forecast. UD is the remaining part. All t-stats are Newey-West with 8 lags.
